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What Is Bitcoin?
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October 31, 2008

Source: Satoshi Nakamoto Institute; “Bitcoin, At The Tipping Point” Citi. March 1, 2021

Satoshi Nakamoto’s Whitepaper
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What is Bitcoin?
Bitcoin is a form of digital currency, entirely created and held in digital 
form without any management by a central bank or government. 

• It achieves this status by managing a distributed database (distributed ledger). 

• In addition, users or holders of the tokens use encryption to secure their access to 
the entries in this database. 

• Each transaction or movement of tokens is then updated to the database and a 
copy of this transaction is recorded to the ledger−hence, the database has the 
entire history of each token and its movement from its inception. 

• To ensure security, a majority of the databases (nodes) needs to accept or 
acknowledge each transaction−this work is done by miners as “proof of work.” 

• Each new bitcoin is mined by solving an encrypted message and the difficulty is 
increased over time−making each additional coin more difficult to mine. 

Source: Fudstrat. 2017
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The three categories of cryptocurrencies 

Cryptocurrency Examples

Source: Redburn. January 14, 2021
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Crypto market capitalization ─ It's winter

Note: BTC=Bitcoin; XRP=Ripple; LTC=Litecoin; XLM=Stellar; BCH=Bitcoin Cash; ETH=Ethereum 
Source: Fundstrat, Coinmetrics. March 7, 2023

Crypto Total Market Cap
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Maximum number of Bitcoin is: 20999999.976900

Source: Fundstrat; Bloomberg. February 17, 2022

Bitcoin Units and Percent Growth Since 2009 
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Used For Currency 
Bitcoin only lacks acceptability and perhaps durability

Source: Strategas Research, February 11, 2021

Characteristics of a Currency According to the St. Louis Fed
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Used For Currency 
Acceptance is a necessary step for Bitcoin’s future

Source: Strategas. As of September 8, 2022

Companies That Accept Bitcoin As Payment
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Used For Currency 

Crypto payment transaction volume seeing incredible 
growth

Crypto Payment Transaction Volume

Source: Fundstrat, Coinmetrics March 7, 2023
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Used For Currency 
Nine of the top 10 countries in terms of crypto adoption are 
emerging markets

Crypto Currency Adoption Globally (Relative to Purchasing Power Parity Adjusted GDP)

Source: Chainanalysis; BofA Global Research. September 14, 2022
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Used For Currency 
Financial inclusion

Source: JP Morgan; February 18, 2021

Population Statistics in Income Tiers Using World Bank Definitions, As Well as Allocation of Economic Activity, 

the Role of Remittances, and Shadow Economic Activity; Units as Indicated

Almost half of the 
unbanked receives 
cash-only payments 

65% of the 
“unbanked” own a 
mobile phone 

Heavily cash-based 
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Ethereum 
What is a Smart Contract?

Source: JP Morgan, Demystifying Blockchain, November 8, 2018 

Smart Contracts-Simple to Complex
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Blockchain

McKinsey sees the blockchain as one of the most disruptive 
innovations since the advent of the internet

Source: Fundstrat. 2017

The Blockchain 

• A distributed public digital ledger that maintains, through 
cryptographic proof, a continuously growing secure list of 
transactions that is replicated repeatedly. 

• A transaction network that potentially can be used by 
financial institutions and consumers to transact directly. 

• Well-suited for applications requiring a rapid, permanent time 
and date stamp such as:

-Payments 
-Financial asset transfers 
-Smart contracts 
-Ownership splits and notary services 

• A technology that brings substantial benefits in terms of 
speed, security, transparency, convenience and cost. 

• The decentralization of the transaction system will have an 
important impact on the way business is conducted 
throughout many industries. 
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Blockchain

Incumbency makes existing players skeptical of technology 
innovation

Source: Fundstrat. 2017
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Blockchain
The non-fungible token (NFT) internet vs. the internet 
today ─ A compare and contrast

Source: Ethereum Foundation; J.P. Morgan “Cryptocurrency Markets” , 2022



Bitcoin Risks
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Mining And ESG Considerations

Bitcoin needs a lot of power

Source: Cambridge Centre for Alternative Finance, Gavekal Research/Macrobond. September 11, 2022
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If Bitcoin Were a Country, It Would Be in the Top 30 Annual Electricity Consumers  
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Mining And ESG Considerations 
China’s kicking out the Bitcoin miners, and Texas is 
becoming a mecca for them 

Source: J.P. Morgan, CBECI, IEA. April 9, 2021

Fraction of Gross Electricity Supply by Fuel Type Globally As Compared to China, the United States, and the Bitcoin Network
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Regulation
World governments will not relinquish hard-fought 
monopolies over money supply

Source: VisualCapitalist, Chain Analysis, Comply Advantage and The SEC; BCA Research. February 22, 2022
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Regulation
Regulation is evidence of cryptocurrencies gaining credibility

Source: Strategas Research; Public Citizen. September 8, 2022

Number of Crypto Lobbyists 
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Volatility
Bitcoin, not quite a safe haven

Source: Bloomberg, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. March 8, 2023

One Year Rolling Volatility, Daily Returns
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Volatility 

Interestingly, gold was volatile back in the day

Source: Fundstrat; Bloomberg. March 7, 2023

90 Days Rolling Volatility on Daily Return (Annualized) Since 1969
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CBDCs
Are central banks a threat to Bitcoin?

2
4

Most central banks are doing active work on Central Bank Digital Currencies 

(CBDCs). 

• Different central banks are at different stages in their work, but for the 

most part we are still early in the game. 

• The final outcome for CBDC will likely be highly diversified by country. 

In any case, we are years away from implementation.

The Bank for International Settlements is coordinating CBDC work among a 

group of large central banks. Core principles include:

• CBDCs should not compromise monetary and financial stability; 

• CBDCs need to coexist with and compliment existing forms of money;

• CBDC should promote innovation and efficiency. 

The second point would have been phrased very differently if the goal 

was to regulate Bitcoin out of existence.

Source: Cornerstone Macro. January 20, 2021
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CBDCs 
Central banks advancing on CBDC work

2
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Source: Based on Results of the Third Annual Bank for International Settlements Survey on Central Digital Currency,
BIS.org; BCA Research. September 8, 2022

% of Respondents Engaging In Type of CBDC Work 
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CBDCs
Why are central bank digital currencies being studied?

Source: Cornerstone Macro. January 20, 2021

Modern Means of Payment

• Compliment to cash.

• More efficient payments than provided by current systems (safe, immediate clearing, etc.).

• The final outcome for CBDC will likely be highly diversified by country. 

Monetary Policy Efficiency

• Interest-bearing CBDC’s can pass on monetary policy decisions quickly to CBDC holders (i.e., 

ideally to every single household and business). 

• CBDC facilitate new forms of monetary policy stimulus (e.g., “helicopter drops,” which are 

cumbersome to implement under the current system).

Financial Stability Challenges 

• Potential disintermediation of banks.

• Reduce risk that alternative units of account dominate. 

Most central banks are operating in a context of coexistence with Bitcoin and similar, 

rather than in a context of “us vs. them” conflict. CBDCs and Bitcoin will live together 

and perform different functions. 



Should You Own Bitcoin?
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Why would you want to own Bitcoin?

Source: Cardify and CoinDesk; BCA Research. May 21, 2021

U.S.: Reasons for Using/Buying a Cryptocurrency
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Diversifier

Bitcoin was uncorrelated to other asset classes until 2022

Source: JP Morgan; Bloomberg Finance February 18, 2021

Correlation of Weekly Returns Over Past Five Years, Ending December 2021
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Long Term Investment 
Investment opportunities in Blockchain

3
0

Source: Fundstrat September 21, 2022

This is for illustrative purposes only and is not a recommendation.
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Bitcoin, Crypto/Blockchain ETFs

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, Bloomberg. Data as of March 8, 2023

This is for illustrative purposes only and is not a recommendation

AUM of Bitcoin Strategy ETFs 

Crypto/Blockchain Based ETFs
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Long Term Investment 

Bitcoin has topped the leaderboard of global asset returns 
for most years since 2010; Otherwise, it’s at the bottom

Source: Fundstrat. March 7, 2023

Global Macro Asset Returns
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Speculation

Macro matters: Bitcoin & crypto prices don’t move in a 
vacuum

Source: Fundstrat, John Street Capital; February 22, 2022

Crypto on the Investment Risk / Return Curve
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Speculation
There has been a lot of risk associated with Bitcoin’s reward

Source: Strategas Research, September 8, 2022

U.S. Dollar vs. Gold vs. Bitcoin 

Trailing Returns and Standard Deviation
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The DeFi Economy Is Inevitable
>150 years ago

The philosopher Schopenhauer once remarked 

that “All truth passes through three stages. 

First it is ridiculed. Second it is violently 

opposed. Third it is accepted as being self-

evident.”

Source: Arthur Schopenhauer, Brainy Quote, Citi Business Advisory Services, “Bitcoin, At The Tipping Point” Citi. March 1, 2021
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May 18, 2010 (Laszlo’s dubious distinction)

Source: Bitcointalk “Bitcoin, At The Tipping Point” Citi. March 1, 2021

First Real-World Transaction: Bitcoin for Pizza
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Interested in hearing more?

Visit federatedinvestors.com/LindaDuessel to sign up for email 
updates, watch YouTube videos, connect on LinkedIn and more.

3
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Appendix
Crypto definitions

Source: Fundstrat, PwC. June 23, 2021

• Active Crypto Users: Estimated users based on the greater of Blockchain.info Bitcoin wallets or the lower bound of crypto users estimated 

by Cambridge University.

• Average Revenue Per User: Annual transaction fee revenue divided by the number Active Crypto Users.

• Bitcoin: The most popular blockchain cryptocurrency, has been evolving into a store of value, while another popular blockchain 

cryptocurrency, Ethereum, is developing use cases in areas such as decentralized applications, smart contracts and token insurance.

• Blockchain: A distributed database existing on multiple computers at the same time. It is constantly growing as new sets of recordings, or

“blocks”, are added to it. Each block contains a series of transactions or other information, a timestamp and a link to the previous block, and 

a cryptographic hash or signature. Any change to a block changes the signature, which affects the header field for the next and subsequent 

blocks. Thus, any altered block is immediately identifiable, making the blockchain immutable. 

• Consensus: The process by which all the computers reconcile their version of the database and come to an agreement as to which entries

to add into their database in the latest block, and to discard their block and replace it with the one a minimum percentage of other 

computers (typically 51%-67%) all agree is the valid block. 

• Distributed Ledger: A more general version of a blockchain, and encompasses other constructs, as long as the ledger is independently 

replicated across multiple computers with no single computer acting as the source of data in the ledger. 

• Major Central Banks: Collectively, the Federal Reserve (FED, European Central Bank (ECB), Bank of Japan (BOJ), and the Peoples Bank of 

China (PBOC).

• Mining: The process by which Bitcoin or other token “Miners” process and validate transactions, with the first miner to solve a 

cryptographic puzzle validating the block and receiving a reward (Currently 6.25 bitcoin each); other miners have to then replicate the result 

to confirm and move on to the next block. 

• Payment Processing Costs: Value of all newly issued Bitcoin paid to miners as block rewards which dilute (inflate) the existing supply. 
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Appendix 
Central Banks Can Choose a Variety of Design Options

Design Choices for a Central Bank Digital Currency

Source: Goldman Sachs. Report dated December 20, 2020

3
9

• Accounts at the central bank: A CBCD can be held and exchanged through accounts. Individuals could access accounts either directly 

through the central bank or indirectly through commercial banks and other intermediaries. If the CBDC is not account-based, it would 

instead take the form of exchangeable tokens.

• Tokens: A CBDC can take the form of a token, a digital asset that functions as a bearer instrument like cash. Tokens are usually stored in a 

digital wallet and exchanged via a ledger. Tokens and accounts can coexist to allow both types of transactions, similar to cash and 

electronic deposit accounts today. 

• Transaction clearing and settlement: Transactions can be cleared by the central bank or a distributed ledger. This choice is likely to depend 

on both security considerations and the importance of transactions being visible to the central bank. 

• Access to central bank clearing: Direct access to central bank clearing can be offered only to banks, to a broader but still limited set of 

banks and financial technology firms, or even more broadly to households and businesses. 

• Offline transaction capability: A CBDC that can be exchanged person-to-person via online or uncleared digital transactions would mimic 

the convenience of cash but also increase the risk of fraud. Possible compromises include setting transaction size limits and requiring 

offline transaction records to be uploaded later. 

• Pays interest: A CBDC intended as a pure digital cash replacement would likely not pay interest. A CBDC that paid interest could improve 

monetary policy transmission but would be more competitive with bank deposits. Both positive and negative interest rates would be 

possible. 

• Anonymity: Transactions and user identities could be visible to authorities, or the CBDC platform could allow anonymous transactions to 

provide privacy. Permitting anonymity on transactions below some threshold amount is a possible compromise. 

• Programmable: The CBDC platform could be programmable. Examples include automatically deducting tax payments during transactions 

or adjusting interest rates in response to economic conditions. 
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Appendix 
Approaches central banks have taken to managing the risks 
posed by CBDCs

Risk #1: Disintermediating banks by absorbing customer deposits. 

• No country currently plans to adopt a CBDC that pays interest. 

• The ECB is considering imposing balance limits or setting tiered interest rates that would pay less than the rate on safe assets on 

holdings beyond some threshold.

• Sweden is considering imposing balance caps on wallets and potentially charging negative interest rates on CBDC.

• In China digital wallets have balance caps and transaction limits. 

• In the Eastern Caribbean, financial institutions can limit the amount of deposits that can be exchanged for CBDC.

Risk #2: Facilitating illicit activity via anonymous transactions that do not require large volumes of cash. 

• A number of countries have determined that financial regulatory laws prohibit fully anonymous CBDC accounts. 

• Most countries require ID verification for access to digital wallets, with some exceptions for those subject to strict balance caps 

and transaction limits. 

• Countries generally require commercial bank intermediaries who provide access to CBDC to the public to follow Anti-Money 

Laundering and Know-Your-Customer laws and to report large or suspicious transactions. 

• The ECB is considering granting financial intelligence units access to user identities on individual transactions in special cases 
when criminal activity is suspected.

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. May 3, 2021
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